Admiral launches its third superyacht in a month

The launch of the 38 metre Tremenda at the Admiral shipyard in Marina di Carrara, Italy, is the third unveiling for the
company this April.
Earlier in April, Admiral’s largest superyacht, the 55 meter Quinta Essentia and the 50 metre Ouranos were
showcased.
Tremenda is the third vessel in the Impero series; Cacos V was delivered in 2013 and Nono in 2014.
The exterior of the Tremenda has been designed by
renowned naval architect Luca Dini and has a hefty and
modern look.
Entirely built in aluminium, the superyacht reaches a top
speed of over 20 knots. The shallow draft was a
requirement of the owner who plans to cruise the
Caribbean.
The interior layout was designed by Gian Marco
Campanino and the Admiral Centro Stile. It features one
full beam master suite, placed forward on the main deck
with a full-beam bathroom. Side seascape windows offer
sea views from every angle.
On the lower deck are four guest cabins, two VIP and two double. Each has its own ensuite bathroom.
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There is dark joinery throughout the yacht, along with marble panels and natural leather surfaces. The main saloon
and dining area are completely surrounded by glass, helping to maximise natural light.

This latest yacht from Admiral also features a large sundeck, the bow lounge and the spacious beach club, which
allows access to the full beam garage. This has a side opening hullport for hauling and launching the main tender.
Tremenda has roomy crew quarters with a large galley, mess/lounge, laundry, a captain’s cabin and two crew
cabins, all with ensuite heads.
From the pantry on the main deck, crew and guests can access the raised bridge. An internal staircase in the raised
pilot house allows crew to reach the second wheel station on the sundeck.
Tremenda will initially tour the Mediterranean before sailing to the Caribbean and USA.
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